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“We all live with the objective of being happy, our lives are all different and
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1. Introduction

1.1

The same... but different, yet the same

The concept of similarity
Similar: adj. Having a resemblance in appearance, without being identical
(Oxford Dictionary). The concept of similarity seems to be defined by what it is
not. It is not an identity. Furthermore, the dictionary uses the word "resemblance" which is defined as "having a similar appearance". Oh dear, we are in a
loop! If two things are similar they are not identical, are they different then?
Thesaurus does not agree with this logic since "different" is an antonym of
"similar". How can we possibly build any solid science on a concept that our
words fail to describe?
The concept of similarity is present in multiple domains: mathematics, music, linguistics, biology just to name a few (for a formal concept analysis see for
example Falan, 2010). We understand that similarity is almost an identity. In
philosophy identity – or "sameness" or equality – dates back to Leibniz and his
modern formulation of the Law of identity (Mates, 1989, p. 1): x is the same as
y if and only if every predicate true of x is true of y as well. While in mathematics it seems trivial to understand the concept of identity, its extensions are
touching our daily lives: cultural identity, social identity, digital identity, identity theft, and so on. All these scenarios require a contextual definition of what
makes two entities identical: Is it the same cultural background? Having the
same social security number?
If similarity is almost an identity, we need a measure to quantify the "almost". In mathematics, similarity measures are often derived from distance
measures or norms (Chen et al., 2009) and have been adopted also in the context of psychology for a long time (Tversky, 1977). If two quantifiable entities
in a multi-dimensional space – called vectors – have a distance equal to “0”
(zero), then we can call them identical and they can be assigned a similarity
score equal to “1” (one). A similarity metric could then be seen as a real number between zero and one for describing when two things are completely different or exactly the same, and everything in between. A distance metric is
dependent on the number of dimensions where the entities are defined. If we
consider two points in the three dimensional space with coordinates (1,1,1) and
(1,1,1000), they have distance equal to zero if we consider only the first two
dimensions, but with the third dimension added we see that they are far apart.
With more complex entities these dimensions are called features (Tversky,
1
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1977). Different living organisms share lots of similar features. We don't need
to read Darwin to realize that humans and many other animals have dozens of
similar features: the same number of eyes, a mouth, a nose and a brain with
two hemispheres. Furthermore we observe similar behavior in similar species
as well as across species. But how many features are needed to quantify the
similarity between two individuals? Is it enough to have almost the same
DNA? Is it enough to have almost the same brain substructures to obtain almost the same behavior?

1.2

Great minds think alike

Similarity of brains
There are no good answers to the question what features we should consider in
comparing similarity of two individuals. The historical debate of nature vs.
nurture had the egregious Sir Francis Galton as its promoter. Apart from discovering things like statistical variance, correlation and regression analysis, Sir
Galton was also a pioneer in behavioral genetics by running the first twin studies in history to understand the inheritance of abilities whether it is written in
our nature (inherited genes) or nurture (the environment where we live)
(Gillham, 2001). Nowadays we understand that the picture is more complex
than just nature and nurture since stochastic noise and the “epigenetic landscape” (Mitchell, 2007) play a role in creating truly unique individuals. Differences in human behavior, perception, reaction-times and their neuronal correlates have often been characterized as "noise" by psychologists and neuroscientists and are discarded during group averaging (Kanai and Rees, 2011). On
the other hand, the field of differential psychology (Tyler, 1965), pioneered by
Sir Galton himself, stresses the importance of the differences (and similarities)
across individuals and started to study individual personality traits.
We could argue that perceiving the surrounding world in a similar way creates the basis for mutual understanding. If we both share the same representations for the color red and for the word "red", we are able to understand each
other. If we both like the same music, it increases likelihood that we socially
bond and become friends (Selfhout et al., 2009). This seems to imply that a
prerequisite for mutual understanding – which not only means communication by language but also empathy and taking other’s perspective – is rooted in
the similarity of human brain structure as well as in the similarity of its dynamics through which representations of concepts are processed (Pitt, 2013).
With brain structure, inter-individual differences of grey matter volume and
white matter tracts are significant predictors of reaction time, decisionmaking, conscious sensory perception, attention, intelligence and personality
(Kanai and Rees, 2011). Brain structure however changes on slow temporal
scales in the orders of months; it is then difficult to relate brain structure to
fast changing behavior. A viable option is to use functional imaging to measure
temporal dynamics of brain activity and consider the similarities of the measured signals. For example, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has
been successfully adopted to non-invasively show reliable brain activity across
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healthy subjects who were watching a feature film in the scanner (Hasson et
al., 2004). With intersubject correlation – a measure of inter-individual similarity of signals (see methods) – it is possible to quantify the across-subject
similarity of each brain region in the response to the external stimulus
(Hasson et al., 2010). The brain activity in sensory regions is relatively intersubject similar, with the type of stimuli modulating the level of synchrony: The
more structured is the stimulus, the larger the intersubject correlated areas in
the brain, (Hasson et al., 2008a). However, it is more challenging to observe
synchronization in areas involved in complex cognitive processes that are not
necessarily synchronous across subjects.
Inter-individual differences are even more important when we consider
mental disorders and their neuronal underpinnings. First of all, clinical studies
always need a healthy control group, but what does it mean to have a healthy
brain? What does it mean to be normal when it comes to brain structure and
function? It has been argued that what we know about the healthy brain nowadays is mostly based on studying college students in their early twenties
(Henrich et al., 2010): is this really a "neurotypical" brain? The word neurotypical is a term originated in the autism community as a label for "normal"
people who are not diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) to raise
public awareness on the "neurodiversity", and increase acceptance of people
with different brains like individuals with ASD.
Spectrum disorders, such as autism or schizophrenia spectrum, are characterized by the co-occurrence of multiple symptoms where two patients can
present wide differences in behavior despite being diagnosed under the same
label. Group averaging could wipe out differences between patients and
healthy controls and lead to missing important clinical sub-types and interindividual peculiarities, with the final result of inconclusive findings (Kanai
and Rees, 2011). Autism for example covers a wide range of symptoms with
core symptoms such as social and communication disturbances, and restricted
or repetitive behavior (Lai et al., 2013). Genetic and imaging studies agree in
characterizing ASD as a manifestation of subtle abnormalities in the brain
connectivity of affected individuals (Hernandez et al., 2014) and there are no
“typical” individuals with ASD. Recent brain imaging studies have not resulted
in agreement on possible neuronal correlates of ASD due to the mixture of
disagreeing findings (Maximo et al., 2014; Haar et al., 2014). Only recently
researchers have started taking into consideration the full range of interindividual idiosyncrasies in participants with ASD (Salmi et al., 2013; Byrge et
al., 2015; Hahamy et al., 2015; Study IV from this thesis) recognizing that key
areas involved in social perception and emotion processing, whose functioning
is atypical in ASD, have a wide range of individual variance.

1.3

Tell me who you go with and I will tell you who you are

Network science: between and within individuals
Networks are omnipresent in biological and human made systems (Newman,
2003). At the large macroscopic scale, individuals form social networks (Hill
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and Dunbar, 2003). Each of us belong to multiple overlapping networks which
constitute the social environment where we live: the network of our friends,
colleagues, relatives and so on (Ahn et al., 2010). Networks are nested into
networks and within our skull we carry one of the most complex networks: the
brain. Networks are at the core of complex systems and network science has
become an important tool for studying the interaction between individuals as
well as the interaction between brain areas (Sporns, 2010).
Networks – or graphs – are characterized by multiple nodes and links between them: nodes can be the people of a social network and links can be a
zero/one relationship between each of them (is-a-friend, is-a-colleague, is-arelative, etc.). A link can also be weighted like a similarity measure between
the features of two individuals. The same is in the brain: a structural network
of physical links (synapse) between nodes (neuron) on top of which the functional network dynamically evolves to form functional links between nodes
that are not directly connected (Sporns, 2010) – Figure 1.

Unweighted graph

Weighted graph

Figure 1. An unweighted graph (like in a structural brain network) and a weighted graph (like in
a functional brain network).

Structural neuronal network – also known as connectome – can be studied
in their fullness only in simple organisms like the worm c-elegans or the fruit
fly (Plaza et al., 2014). With its 1010 neurons and 1014 connections, it is currently impossible to study the full connectome of the human brain. However, by
sacrificing spatial resolution, human brain structural and functional networks
can be studied non-invasively with resonance imaging (Craddock et al., 2013).
By taking each area of the brain as a node, it is possible to estimate a functional network by computing the similarity between each pair of nodes activity
time series. This simple approach – known as functional connectivity – is able
to tell us which pairs of regions are oscillating in sync.
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Serendipitously, in the early 1990s Bharat Biswal decided to calculate functional connectivity of a subject while being at rest during fMRI. This marked
the birth of resting state functional connectivity (Biswal, 2012). By letting the
subjects simply rest in the scanner, it is possible to estimate functional connectivity, which reflects the anatomical organization of human brain networks
(Sporns, 2014). This led to multiple large-scale efforts of data collection and
sharing (1000 FC, Human Connectome Project) and studies revealing the networks – also known as subnetworks, subgraphs, modules – of the human
brain. Two studies from 2011 (Power et al., 2011; Yeo et al., 2011) used the
resting state paradigm and network clustering to identify brain subnetworks.
Both studies reliably identified a set of subnetworks: Visual, Somatomotor,
Dorsal attention, Ventral attention, Limbic, Frontoparietal, Default (Yeo et al.,
2011) – Figure 2.

     
  

 


    
    
     
 
    


!"#

Figure 2. The seven subnetworks identified by Yeo et al (2011). Cerebellum and subcortical
areas are not included and should be considered as their own subnetworks.

By modeling spontaneous (and task dependent) brain activity as a network
with multiple nodes, graph theoretical properties of brain networks were calculated to identify important hubs, reveal the small-world/scale-free structure
of the brain network and cluster multiple areas based on the connectivity patterns (Bullmore and Sporns, 2009, 2012).
However, comparison of inter-individual differences in networks is not trivial (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2012). Comparing the brain networks of two individuals can happen at multiple spatial resolutions, from the level of single
links and nodes to the level of the whole network: networks that are similar at
global level, might be very different at the level of subnetworks. Understanding
which one is the optimal level for comparisons becomes fundamental when
studying anomalous and idiosyncratic networks such as the brain of individuals with ASD.
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1.4

Panta rhei

Brain and networks in time
Similarity however can also be considered in the temporal dimension. Everything changes in time and, as Heraclitus put it, "No man ever steps in the same
river twice" (Graham, 2011). The world around us is dynamic but rarely such
richness and complexity has been taken into cognitive experiments. Lifelike
naturalistic stimuli, for example, movies (Hasson et al., 2004), narrated stories (Nummenmaa et al., 2014b), and music (Alluri et al., 2012), increase the
ecological validity of neuroimaging studies and enable new type of research on
higher-order cognitive functions such as temporal integration of information
(Hasson et al., 2008b), memory performance (Furman et al., 2007), emotions
(Nummenmaa et al., 2012), language comprehension (Smirnov et al., 2014)
and social cognition (Lahnakoski et al., 2012a). Due to the time-varying nature
of the stimuli, standard analysis methods based on averaging over many repetitions are not valid anymore. While there are successful attempts at modeling
complex stimuli (Bartels and Zeki, 2004; Lahnakoski et al., 2012b; Alluri et al.,
2012) data driven tools need to identify not only where in the brain there is
consistent activation across subjects but also when such moments of intersubject synchronization arises as a consequence of extrinsic stimulation or
intrinsic mentalization processes.
The brain is a complex dynamic system that works at multiple time scales
(Penttonen and Buzsáki, 2003): from the detection of directional hearing cues
(~0.5 ms), to the slow spontaneous fluctuations during rest (~5 s) up to temporal scales of minutes for mood changes (Hari and Parkkonen, 2015). As a
complex dynamical system, focusing on average activity assumes stationarity
of the system while important instantaneous brain states might be more relevant to cognition and closer to how actually the brain work (Tagliazucchi et al.,
2012; Chen et al., 2015). When enjoying a concert with all musical instrument
playing in harmony or when using idioms such "being on the same wavelength", we all experience dynamic synchronization with the external world
and with others. Synchronization is one of the most common ways of sharing
information between entities of a system (Mesulam, 1990; Strogatz, 2004). It
is then clear how important it is to quantify these time-varying phenomena to
reveal mechanisms of mutual understanding across subjects as well as individual differences in healthy and clinical populations (Salmi et al., 2013).
The studies presented here demonstrate a collection of novel tools – the intersubject analysis framework – to specifically address the challenges of analyzing inter-individual differences during complex stimuli with emotional and
social cues. From the level of single brain areas to the level of brain subnetworks, the studies aim at understanding the dynamic mechanisms of emotion
processing, perspective taking, and to outline a solution for the mixed findings
in the connectivity literature of ASD. The results reveal neuronal mechanisms
on how and when brains are ticking in and out of synch with other brains, to
facilitate interpersonal understanding and interaction.
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2. Methods

In this chapter I describe the methods used in the four studies of this thesis,
from data collection, to data preprocessing, analysis and modeling methods.

2.1

Magnetic resonance imaging

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a widely used non-invasive brain research method. MRI is based on detecting changes in magnetic properties of
hydrogen nuclei elicited by oscillating magnetic field applied at the resonance
frequency of the nucleus in a strong magnetic field; spatial information is encoded by using magnetic field gradients. Extensive definitions and explanations are found in Huettel et al. (2004). What follows is an intuitive explanation on the lines of Hanson (2008).
Atoms of hydrogen – the most abundant atom in the human body – have a
property called spin, which is their magnetic moment. Think of the magnet
inside a compass that aligns to the planet earth's magnetic field, with one end
pointing to the north and the opposite end to the south. Hydrogen atoms are
tiny though, and a bit of heat (like room temperature) makes them shake and
bounce so that their spins are pointing into all direction: The magnetic field of
planet earth (~50 10^-6 Tesla) is too weak to make them align like compasses.
However, if we then put hydrogen nuclei in a strong magnetic field (e.g. the 3
Tesla field that we measure inside an MRI scanner is 60,000 times stronger
than earth's magnetic field), the spin of hydrogen atoms will align to the same
direction of the field, as compasses do with planet earth's field by pointing
towards the North Pole. If we continue with the compass metaphor, when we
shake the compass the tip of the magnet will momentarily stop pointing to the
north until after some time (relaxation time) when it will get back to equilibrium. The same is with hydrogen atoms inside a strong magnetic field: We
"shake" them by giving them a pulse of electromagnetic energy. Atoms will
move and when a magnet moves, it generates a radio wave that we are able to
pick up with a receiver, just like getting a radio signal with your stereo. Like in
the compass case, atoms will slowly go back to equilibrium and we can measure how long it takes for them to re-align with the external strong magnetic
field. Different types of tissues have different concentrations of hydrogen so
they will give different measurements in how fast they go back to equilibrium:
white matter (with more water, hence with more hydrogen) will have a differ-
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ent relaxation time than grey matter (with less hydrogen), so by contrasting
them we are able to store them as gray-scale images with different intensities
for each pixel. Brain MRI images however are volumes: they are obtained by
collecting multiple two-dimensional images (slices) that cover the whole head.
In the literature, pixels are called voxels to stress the three-dimensional nature
of the data. An average voxel – a tiny cube with ~4mm edge – covers a volume
of ~55 mm^3 containing 5.5 million neurons, 2.2–5.5 x 10^10 synapses, 22
km of dendrites and 220 km of axons (Logothetis, 2008).

2.2

Functional magnetic resonance imaging

Functional MRI (fMRI) can be thought as an extension of MRI by adding the
temporal dimension. With fMRI, a pulse sequence shakes the direction of the
hydrogen spins periodically every couple of seconds also know as repetition
time (TR). This generates a periodically sampled signal for each voxel: a time
series. As with any signal that is sampled (Shannon, 1949) we want to have a
sampling frequency that is as high as possible (i.e. a very short TR) to avoid
aliasing which results in distortions in the sampled signal. In practice, repetition time will inevitably depend on how fast spins can go back to their aligned
status and on how many slices we want to collect to cover the whole head: the
larger the number of slices, the longer the TR.
Rather than hydrogen however, fMRI measures the magnetic properties of
blood. Part of blood in the brain is bound with oxygen (oxygenated hemoglobin) but the rest is not (deoxygenated hemoglobin). Hemoglobin transports
oxygen from the lungs to the rest of the body, to participate in metabolism in
organs. Oxygenated hemoglobin has a null magnetic spin, which means that it
does not distort the measured MRI signal from areas with oxygenated blood.
Deoxygenated hemoglobin however has non-null spin – it is like a magnet –
and is then affecting the MRI signal by lowering the measurement. For these
reasons, the signal recorded with fMRI is called the blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal. But how is the blood oxygen concentration in the
brain related to neuronal activity?
2.2.1

The BOLD signal

The relationship between BOLD signal and underlying neuronal activity is
complicated (Logothetis, 2008; where not specified in this section, this is the
information source). BOLD is an indirect measure of brain activity: by measuring consumption of oxygen in each voxel in the brain, we can infer that a voxel
is or is not active. This relationship between neuronal activity and BOLD signal
is called neurovascular coupling. The limitations of neurovascular coupling are
not related to the fMRI method itself, but the actual physiology of the underlying neurons. Furthermore, being an indirect measure of neuronal activity,
BOLD signal is affected by the flowing of blood in the brain, which is orders of
magnitude slower than neuronal activity.
In a single voxel there are ~5 million neurons, meaning that each voxel reflects activity of a very large neuron population. The BOLD signal reflects neu8
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romodulatory processes (inhibition and excitation) that are affecting the whole
neuronal population. Neuromodulatory effects – due to, e.g., arousal, attention, memory – are also happening at the slow time scales of blood flow (tens
of seconds) which makes fMRI the best tool to investigate such cognitive processes in association areas rather than simple sensory processing that can
happen at time scales of milliseconds.
The correspondence between neuromodulatory processes and BOLD signal
can be approximated by the haemodynamic response function (HRF; Buxton
et al., 1998; Friston et al., 2000) which smoothens and delays the neuromodulatory signal (Figure 3).













 



Figure 3. In blue an ideal neuromodulatory activity in an area that is periodically activated and
deactivated (e.g. primary visual cortex during on/off visual stimulation). In red the ideal BOLD
signal as predicted by the balloon model. In black responses of five hypothetical subjects with
varying haemodynamic lag and noise.

Since the early days however, researchers have noticed the high unreliability
of BOLD signal (Aguirre et al., 1998): even the same subject on the same day
can have different HRF (BOLD within subject consistency across runs on the
same day is ~46%, and in different days ~36%, Krieger et al., 2014). Furthermore HRF is also different in different parts of the brain. One of the reasons
behind this huge variability is that BOLD signal is not a calibrated measure; it
is just a qualitative variation over a baseline (BOLD varies 1% ~ 5% from the
baseline). BOLD signal depends on three other entities: cerebral blood flow
(related to the regional metabolic demand of oxygen), cerebral blood volume
(related to the amount of blood present in the brain) and oxygen consumption
rate (Hoge, 2012; Blockley et al., 2013).
Furthermore BOLD is also dependent on multiple confounding physiological
factors: from smoking and drinking habits, to caffeine intake, salad consumption, amount of exercise (see https://thewinnower.com/papers/concomitantphysiologic-changes-as-potential-confounds-for-bold-based-fmri-a-checklist
for an exhaustive list of concomitant physiologic confounds for BOLD). It is
however usual practice to accept the BOLD variability across and within subjects and, to partially compensate for these differences, the data is furthered
filtered in time. Although intuitively one can imagine the temporal filtering
like some sort of temporal smoothing, in practice there are physiological and
technical reasons on why temporal filtering is necessary with fMRI BOLD data.
To understand these reasons one must look at the spectrum of the BOLD signal across the literature (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Frequency bands of BOLD signal. A summary of functional relevance of various frequency bands of the BOLD signal based on previous studies. Light red bars indicate frequency
bands that have been observed to contain noise, green bars indicate frequency bands noted as
functionally relevant, and the light blue bar indicates the narrow frequency band that was used
in Study II in the current thesis.

As BOLD is a signal that depends on blood flow and oxygen concentration,
two critical physiological processes are involved: cardiac and respiratory rate,
with frequencies around 1–2 Hz and 0.3 Hz, respectively (Biswal et al., 1996).
Since fMRI data is usually collected at a TR of 2 seconds (Nyquist frequency of
0.25 Hz), both respiratory and cardiac frequencies are out of band, causing
aliasing in the highest frequency range of BOLD signal. Furthermore, spontaneous fluctuations in arterial carbon dioxide level affect the BOLD signal in the
frequency range 0.0–0.05 Hz (Wise et al., 2004) and another noise component around 0.03 Hz is attributed to respiratory-related fluctuations when a
slow TR is used (Beckmann et al., 2005; Birn et al., 2006). There are also
technical reasons related to the stability of the magnetic field of the scanner:
the so-called ‘‘low frequency drift’’ (Smith et al., 1999) affects the lowest end of
the BOLD spectrum (0.0 – 0.015 Hz). Removing these sources of noise is important when computing the similarity between two time series from the same
brain (see Functional Connectivity sub-section), since both time series are affected by the same correlated cardiac, respiratory and scanner-related noise.
The usual practice is to band-pass filter the BOLD signal at 0.01–0.08 Hz
(Biswal et al., 1995; Buckner et al., 2009; Zou et al., 2008), however sub-bands
of the BOLD signal have been explored. Slow sub-bands relevant in electrophysiological DC and intracranial recordings (Penttonen and Buzsáki, 2003)
are referred as: slow-5 (0.01–0.027 Hz), slow-4 (0.027–0.073 Hz), slow-3
(0.073–0.198 Hz), and slow-2 (0.198–0.25 Hz). In Zuo et al. (2010) the slow-3
and slow-2 bands were identified in the white matter, mostly due to aliased
respiratory and cardiac signals. Slow-4 and slow-5 bands were mainly mapped
on the gray matter, with slow-4 being the most reliable sub-band. Similarly, a
0.03–0.06Hz band was also reported to give more stable results with graph
theoretical tools (Achard et al., 2006). In Figure 4 a summary of these frequencies is plotted.
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2.2.2

fMRI data collection and structure

As explained above each fMRI volume is collected in slices. Slices can be collected sequentially (usually in the feet to head direction) or in interleaved order for example first collecting odd numbered slices and then even slices. Interleaved order is preferred to minimize the effect of subject motion during the
acquisition of a volume. After the data is collected, the resulting data structure
is a four dimensional volume (with time being the fourth dimension), i.e. a
collection of voxel time series covering the whole head. Tools such as SPM
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) and FSL (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/)
are used to preprocess fMRI data for further analysis steps. In the next section
I describe the preprocessing pipeline implemented by FSL which was used in
the studies of this thesis (for a general reference on preprocessing steps, see
Sarty, 2007).
2.2.3

Preprocessing – head motion correction

Subtle head motion during scanning can be due to involuntary head movement
or as a consequence of breathing (Zeng et al., 2014). Motion is characterized as
a translation along the three Cartesian axes (x y z) and rotation around each
axes (in x y z order: pitch, roll, yaw). Motion correction estimates the best rigid
translation and rotation between two consecutive volumes. This produces a
time series of transformation matrices from which it is possible to generate
motion parameters, estimates of translation and rotation (usually in millimeters for translation and radians for rotation). Head motion is one of the major
concerns in fMRI literature especially when the similarity between two signals
from the same brain is assessed. Previous studies have noted that due to motion artifacts, functional connectivity is distorted (Power et al., 2012): Similarity between neighboring voxels is increased (more short-distance connections)
and similarity between faraway voxel is decreased (less long-distance connections). This is a cause of concern especially when studying population that
have difficulties in keeping their head still such as children (Supekar et al.,
2013).
2.2.4

Preprocessing – from subject space to standard space

After motion correction, since each individual’s brain is anatomically different,
we need a way to compare the brain activity of different subjects by matching
same anatomical structures into a common standard reference brain. Although
brain anatomy does not coincide with functions (similar functions can be located in anatomically different areas; Sabuncu et al., 2010), registration to a
standard space by matching anatomy is considered the best approach. Registration is usually performed in two steps by firstly co-registering the subject’s
functional images to the structural one. Secondly, the individual anatomical
brain structural image is co-registered with the standard reference brain template. The de facto standard template space is the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 template, which is the average of 152 healthy participants’ anatomical brain scans.
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2.2.5

Preprocessing – increasing signal to noise ratio

The final part of preprocessing includes increasing the signal to noise ratio of
BOLD time series by applying: i) spatial filtering – neighboring voxels get
blurred together to increase functional similarity after co-registration and get
rid of thermal noise in individual voxels; ii) temporal filtering – high pass filter
to remove scanner drift (at frequencies < 0.01Hz) and low pass filtering to remove aliasing from heart beat and breathing. Further preprocessing steps include the regression of motion related parameters, and signals at deep white
matter and ventricles (Power et al., 2014). When computing connectivity, often
the global signal (average of all voxels) is regressed out. However, there is no
consensus whether or not this should be done. Regressing global signal may
reduce task effects (Van Dijk et al., 2010) and can systematically bias network
comparisons (Gotts et al., 2013).

2.3

FMRI analysis – pairwise relationships between BOLD time
series

In this section I describe “data driven” methods where, instead of comparing
BOLD time series with an external model time series, pairs of BOLD time series are compared. Looking for a relationship between two time series often
means looking for statistically significant similarity. For this purpose there are
basically two approaches: 1) intersubject synchronization: comparison of two
time series from the same areas of two different brains 2) functional connectivity: comparison of two time series from different areas from the same brain.
Other between-brain approaches are also possible (Stephens et al., 2010).
2.3.1

Intersubject synchronization

The most popular way of computing intersubject synchronization is the intersubject correlation (ISC) method (Hasson et al., 2004; Kauppi et al., 2010).
Briefly, ISC is the Pearson’s correlation between BOLD signals for each brain
voxel of all participants. To intuitively understand ISC, one can think that if we
knew the hypothetical model of the activity in the selected area (e.g. in early
visual cortex it would be high during visual stimuli and low in darkness), the
standard general linear model (GLM) approach would identify a strong correlation (similarity) between the model and each subject time courses (Figure
5A). Although correlation is not a metric that satisfies the transitivity property
(if A is highly correlated with B and B is highly correlated with C, there are
cases for which A is not correlated with C) in practice with real data it is easy to
intuitively simplify it in a sense that if two brain activity time series from two
different individuals are similar to a model time series, most likely they are
also similar between themselves. By looking at the similarity between subject
pairs, it is then possible to bypass the model and – with permutation testing –
claim that the haemodynamic response for the selected region is highly reliable during the processing of the stimuli (Figure 5B; for an exhaustive comparison see Pajula et al., 2012).
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Figure 5. An intuitive explanation of intersubject correlation (ISC) compared to the general
linear model (GLM) approach. A) When having a stimulus model, we can compute the similarity
between each subject and the model with linear regression (GLM, first level analysis), and infer
a group consistency map (second level analysis), which shows the goodness of fit of the model
and the location of the voxels covarying with the model. B) With ISC however, the model is not
known. If we still assume that each subject is similar to a hypothetical model, we can also test
whether the subjects are all similar to each other by considering subjects pairs on which one's
activity is the model for the other's. This leads to a similar group level map of reliability of the
activations.

ISC has often been used at the group level, however by looking at the full variance between subject pairs of the ISC matrix, one can investigate whether the
similarity between two subjects can be explained by a behavioral variable or if
the similarity during one condition is higher than in another condition or –
with clinical applications – if the similarity within one group of subjects is
higher than the similarity of another group of subjects. Since ISC is performed
for a single voxel, by repeating the analysis for all voxels we obtain a statistical
volume that shows which areas have strong ISC.
2.3.2

Functional connectivity

Functional connectivity (FC) is usually computed as the Pearson’s correlation
between two activity time series from two separate regions of the same brain,
although a plethora of methods exist (Smith et al., 2011). For strong values of
correlation we can then say that the two areas functionally connected, i.e. the
two time series are oscillating in sync. Synchronous oscillations of brain time
series are usually interpreted as brain areas “talking” to each other. Animal
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studies confirm this idea by combining BOLD with other imaging techniques
such as local field potentials in non-human primates (Schölvinck et al., 2010;
L. Wang et al., 2012). Furthermore, modeling studies using simulated data,
also show that when voxels are distributed over a structural network matching
for example the network obtained with DTI, the spontaneous behavior of
voxels give rise to the similar data as seen at resting state (Cabral et al., 2011).
Functional connectivity has proven to be a useful tool in quantifying anatomical connectivity in the healthy and clinical populations (Sporns, 2014; Stam,
2014).

2.4

Time-varying ISC and FC: time windowed correlations

Recently, a growing number of scientists have been interested towards adding
the temporal dimension to the proposed data driven methods. While on average we can claim that two subjects show strong ISC or that two specific brain
areas are strongly connected, we might also want to investigate whether the
level of ISC or FC could change in time for example while being modulated by
the stimulus.
A simple way for adding time to the analysis is to consider the time series
over a smaller temporal sliding window. While ideally one can think that the
average correlation within sliding windows will produce the total correlations
of the two non-windowed signals, in practice this is only valid for stationary
systems. The brain, being a complex system, is far from producing stationary
or ergodic behavior (Hutchison et al., 2013). What this implies is that looking
at connectivity over time windows introduces information that is not available
over longer time scales. The consequence of this is that the selection of the
duration of the window is important. The longer the time window, the more
the value of correlation will resemble the one of the static correlation. With
shorter time windows, more spurious results are obtained (Leonardi and Van
De Ville, 2015), making it complicated to evaluate dynamic ISC or FC while
processing naturalistic stimuli.

2.5

Instantaneous phase synchronization

Phase synchronization (PS) was initially introduced in physics for modeling
the interaction between two weakly coupled oscillators (Rosenblum et al.,
1996), by separating the instantaneous amplitude and phase and considering
only the phase component. This approach is one of the bases expansions, in
which a one-dimensional signal is expanded into a multi dimensional signal to
extract further properties. A filter bank for example separates a signal into
sub-frequencies; wavelet transform and Gabor expansion are other examples
of signal expansion. PS uses the properties of the analytic signal to firstly convert a real signal into a complex signal with the same information. The analytic
signal of a real signal is obtained by rearranging the frequency content of the
original signal using the Hilbert transform, which keeps only the positive side
of the frequency spectrum. Then, by using the Euler's equation, the complex
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signal is rewritten as the product of amplitude and phase signals (equation 3 in
Study II). However this comes with a trade-off: to have meaningful amplitude
and phase signals, the original signal has to be narrow-band. This is to satisfy
the Bedrosian's theorem (Bedrosian, 1962), for which the Fourier transforms
of the two signals have separate supports (i.e. amplitude and phase signals are
changing at different frequencies).
In the following, I try to make it intuitive why only the phase part of the analytic signal is considered. When doing sliding window correlation between two
signals, the mean and variance within that window are scaled before computing the product between the two windowed signals. The scaled mean and variance can be thought as a slow amplification factor over the signal that is discarded in the short scales of the temporal window, i.e. equivalent to discarding
the amplitude of the analytic signal. Finally, as the bandwidth of BOLD signal
not affected by noise is narrow (see previous sections), BOLD is a perfect candidate for applying PS. The portion of useful signal is in the frequency range of
0.04–0.07 Hz, equivalent to the slow-4 band minus the 0.03 Hz critical frequency (see Figure 4).
The novel PS metrics proposed in Study II are: i) Intersubject Phase Synchronization – a measure equivalent to sliding window ISC; ii) Seed Based
Phase Synchronization – a measure equivalent to correlation based functional
connectivity over a sliding window; iii) Intersubject Seed Based Phase Synchronization: a measure with no correlation equivalent, it requires that all subjects have dynamic connectivity and activity in synchrony. The latter measure,
by ensuring that all pairs of regions are synchronized, is computing the extrinsic dynamic connectivity rather than revealing intrinsic dynamic processes
(see description of Study II).

2.6

Graph theory and neuroscience

Graph theoretical measures can be applied at the level of nodes and links (micro-level), at the global level of the whole network (macro-level) and at the
intermediate level of subnetworks, also known as modules or communities
(mesoscopic level, see Figure 6 for a simple example). For a general reference
for this section, see Newman (2003), Rubinov and Sporns (2010).
In this thesis, as a micro level feature, I used node strength as a measure to
quantify the importance (or "centrality") of the node in the network. Central
nodes are usually called hubs, and – as in colloquial language – they can be
thought as pivotal nodes in the network. Removing the most important hubs
usually causes the network to disconnect. The node degree (node strength for
the weighted case) is an estimate of node centrality, obtained by computing the
sum of the links attached to a node (or sum of the weights for weighted case).
On the other hand, use of macro level network properties is a way to characterize the whole network with a single meaningful number (e.g. the total number
of links or the average path length between each pairs of node). For brain, these properties are useful when major reorganization takes place for example in
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schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s disease (Bullmore and Sporns, 2012) or in comatose patients (Achard et al., 2012).
However, the functional organization of a network may not be visible at the
micro or macro level. Rather, it becomes evident at the mesoscopic level of
subnetworks that can be inferred from network structure (Fortunato and
Castellano, 2007).

Figure 6. A simple visualization of micro and mesoscopic network properties: the size of each
node is scaled with its node degree (the sum of the number of links attached; node strength for
the weighted network case). Nodes who are “all friends with each other” form a cohesive community (three communities in green, yellow and purple), since the number of links between them
is higher than the number of links going outside from them.

Although multiple methods exist to compute the modules of a network, I
adopted the Louvain method that maximizes the modularity of the partitions
(i.e. finds the partition for which most of the links in the network are within
the same modules and not between modules). Quantifying subnetworks statistically is, however, a challenge (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2012). In this thesis I
adopted Scaled Inclusivity (Moussa et al., 2012, p. 20; Steen et al., 2011) as a
measure of intersubject similarity of a subnetwork. Scaled inclusivity (SI) is
calculated for each node after computing the modules. Intuitively: if the node
considered belongs to a module that is spatially overlapping (i.e. made of almost the same nodes) in both subjects, then the value of SI is high for that pair
of subjects and that node. Using the median across a subnetwork, a mesoscopic-level similarity between subject pairs can be computed.
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2.7

Behavioral and diagnostic tools

In the presented studies a selection of tools were used to assess the content of
the stimuli and the participants.
2.7.1

Dynamic rating tool

This dynamic rating tool was developed for Study I, and later became quite
useful in other studies assessing a time-varying behavioral variable (Nummenmaa et al., 2014b). The tool is developed in Adobe’s Flash Action Script, a
programming language for building interactive content for the web. The tool
displays a video on a webpage and with the mouse allows the rating of onedimensional variable. In our studies subjects rated emotional arousal and valence. Mouse movements are sampled every 200ms (5 Hz). Although higher
sampling rates would have been possible, I took into account the fact that different computers might lead to different performance if the requirements were
too strict. Preliminary testing indicated that 5 Hz sampling rate gave good performance in multiple machines, browsers and operating systems. The final
data consist of a time series with values from 0 to 1. Time series were always zscored.
2.7.2

Emotional empathy and tests for autism

In Study I, the Measure of Emotional Empathy questionnaire (Mehrabian and
Epstein, 1972) was used. In study IV autism quotient (AQ, (Baron-Cohen et al.,
2001), Autism Diagnostic Interview Revised (ADI-R, (Lord et al., 1994) and
Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS, (Lord et al., 1989) were used.
While AQ is a screening test, ADI-R and ADOS have diagnostic value.
2.7.3

Eye-tracking

Eye movements consist of fixations (short stops of the eyes on a target) and
saccades (quick simultaneous movement of both eyes). While the eye-tracking
technique is not new per se, only in recent years it has been used to track eye
movements during dynamic videos to compare fixations across healthy individuals (H. X. Wang et al., 2012) and ASD populations (Hasson et al., 2009).
Study III proposes the measure of eyeISC, i.e. a time-varying intersubject correlation measure of reliability of the fixation maps during movie watching.
This provides a behavioral annotation of the similarity of gazing patterns
across subjects, computed over temporal windows equal to one TR.

2.8

Intersubject analysis framework and statistical testing

Finally, to explore the full information stored in the intersubject correlation
matrix, I devised the intersubject analysis framework (ISA, Figure 7) in which
the similarity between two subjects’ behavioral score is compared with the
pair’s similarity of a brain variable such as a voxel time series, or the similarity
of connectivity structure with scaled inclusivity. Mathematically, this is equiva17
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lent to comparing two similarity matrices, and the significance of their correlation is tested with the Mantel test using permutations (Mantel, 1967). A similar approach is also adopted in genome wide association studies (GWAS) to
test if subjects with similarities of phenotypic or behavioral traits are explained
by similarity in the genes (Zapala and Schork, 2006). In a different context,
the framework is also known in other form as the multi-voxel pattern analysis
(MVPA) technique Representation Similarity Analysis (RSA, Kriegeskorte et
al., 2008) although in RSA the similarity is computed between stimuli, while
here the similarity is between subjects: the intersubject pattern obtained for
behavioral scores is matched to the intersubject pattern of brain activity or
network similarities. In the present studies I used the similarity between continuous self-reports of valence (Study I) and the similarity between autism
scores, by taking each sub-score as part of a vector (Study IV). Another possible test is to look for group differences, by comparing if one group (or condition) has higher ISC values than the other (Salmi2013, Kauppi2014), this was
used in Study III and study IV. Finally, it is also possible to look at the significance of ISC without comparing groups or with a model, as implemented by
the ISC-toolbox (Kauppi et al., 2014) and this was used in all studies of this
thesis.
All methods described here are relatively new and in most of the cases required novel approaches for statistical testing. Since all the measures described might not follow known parametric distributions, permutation tests
become handy to estimate the level of significance and correct for multiple
comparisons. With permutation testing it is possible to generate a distribution
of surrogate results (a null distribution) obtained from a randomized version
of the original data by reshuffling the correct group labels or time-points order
(Good and Wang, 2005). For the Mantel test, this means swapping the rows
and columns of the similarity matrix so that subjects’ order is shuffled. This is
repeated some thousands of times, and each time a surrogate correlation value
is computed. By comparing the original correlation value (without shuffling)
with the thousands surrogate values, a frequency of significance (a p value) can
be obtained. For example, if the real correlation value is bigger than the 95th
percentile of the surrogate values, then it corresponds to a p < 0.05. The same
is done when testing time series, however time points can be truly shuffled
only if there is no autocorrelation between them (i.e. a Gaussian signal). In
practice, all sampled signals are auto-correlated, which led to the development
of techniques to generate shuffled time series that retain similar autocorrelation, for example by generating surrogate time series based on the frequency
spectrum of the time series (Dolan and Spano, 2001) or based on shuffling the
original signal in the temporal domain by keeping contiguous blocks of data
(Politis and Romano, 1992). Finally, when considering many variables at once
(voxels, network nodes, network links), it is necessary to control for multiple
comparisons. The distribution of the estimated p-values can be corrected using
the false discovery rate procedures (FDR) such as the one by Benjamini and
Hochberg (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995), or family-wise error rate approaches such as the maximum statistics (Nichols and Hayasaka, 2003). When
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it comes to large networks, the number of links grows quadratically with the
number of nodes, which makes it challenging to use the FDR approach. Alternatives such as the Network-based Statistics (Zalesky et al., 2010; Han et al.,
2013) provide the equivalent of spatial cluster correction in the domains of the
network rather than on voxels.
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Figure 7. A schematic representation of the intersubject analysis framework. For two groups of
subjects (bottom layer, groups G1 and G2), we can compute the similarity between each subject pair by using functional brain data at the level of a single voxel (“Single voxel time-series”
layer), using behavioral scores (“Behavioral scores” layer) or using more complex modeling
methods (e.g. similarity at the level of subnetworks). These similarity layers are depicted as
networks and as adjacency matrices also known, in this case, as intersubject similarity matrices.
Three types of statistical tests can then be run (marked in dark red in the figure): a group difference within a layer, in which the within groups values of the adjacency matrix are compared
(bottom adjacency matrix, where the group comparison tests whether the within G1 group similarity is higher than the within G2 group similarity). The second test is the Mantel test, in which
two similarity matrices are compared with each other by correlating the corresponding values of
the top off-diagonal triangle. In the latter case, also the between group similarity values are
used making the Mantel approach more strict. The third test is the whole-group intersubject
correlation, as the significant level of average pairwise similarity for a single voxel time-series as
implemented by the ISC toolbox.
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3. Goals of the current research

The aim of these studies is to examine the full intersubject variance of brain
responses from a group of participants, in order to investigate the similarity of
brain activity and connectivity during social and emotional naturalistic stimulation. Overall goal is to apply the intersubject analysis framework at the level
of voxels (intersubject correlation) and at the level of subnetworks (scaled inclusivity) and to further extend it in the temporal dimension to compute timevarying similarity between subjects and between brain regions. The studies
further tested the clinical application of such methods to address the wide
spectrum of autism. By evaluating each subject in relation to the others, rather
than labeling them into one single clinical group, the proposed methods try to
highlight what is common across high functioning individuals with autism as
well as healthy controls.
Study I tested whether emotions trigger time-locked activity in the viewers’
brains as a possible mechanism to facilitate interpersonal understanding and
empathy.
Study II aimed at testing phase synchronization and its inherent instantaneous properties as a viable tool for computing group level similarity between
time series of haemodynamic activity.
Study III aimed at testing whether a perspective-taking task is reflected as
synchronized haemodynamic activity between subjects taking the same perspective.
Study IV tested whether high functioning individuals with autism spectrum
disorder with similar symptoms share similar connectivity patterns. The aim
of the study was to use graph theoretical tools at level of subnetworks to overcome the known mixture of hypo- and hyper-connectivity at the single node
and link level in connectivity literature of ASD.
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4. Summaries of the studies

4.1

4.1.1

Study I: Emotions promote social interaction by synchronizing brain activity across individuals.
Aim of the study

Observing others in an emotional state – such as pain, disgust or pleasure –
elicits a corresponding feeling, physiological activity and neuronal activations.
The aim of this study was to test whether emotions trigger time-locked activity
in the viewers’ brain as a possible mechanism to facilitate interpersonal understanding and empathy.
4.1.2

Materials and methods

Sixteen healthy volunteers watched 16 short pleasant, unpleasant and neutral
film clips while their hemodynamic brain activity was recorded with fMRI.
After the scanning, the participants reported the perceived pleasantness (valence) and arousal. By moving a mouse (see Figure 8) they indicated their
moment-to-moment experiences of valence (pleasantness–unpleasantness)
and arousal.

Figure 8. Design for the fMRI experiment and behavioral task outside the scanner. Short movie
clips contained pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral events. Each clip was preceded by a 5-s
presentation of a fixation cross and was followed by a 15-s presentation of text that provided a
neutral context for the following video. For the behavioral task, participants watched the clips
twice and rated valence and arousal dimensions with a web-based tool.
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After standard preprocessing fMRI data was analyzed in four different ways.
Firstly, group average ISC was computed across the whole experiment to identify areas significantly intersubject-correlated. Individual average ISC maps
were also computed (obtained as the average similarity of one individual versus the rest) and were then voxelwise regressed with individual scores of
Measure of Emotional Empathy questionnaire. Secondly, we calculated moment-to-moment group ISC over a temporal sliding window of 10 samples
(equivalent to 17 seconds) resulting in voxelwise time series of group ISC that
were regressed with the group average valence and arousal ratings time series.
Thirdly, to test whether the resulting regions modulated by valence and arousal belong to dissociated subnetworks, we computed the subnetwork-level ISC
time series (average ISC across a subnetwork) within the six functional brain
subnetworks: visual, sensorimotor, auditory, default-mode, dorsal attention
and executive control. Subnetworks were identified with seed voxel correlation
in a set of seeds with highest ISC-by-arousal and ISC-by-valence. We then
identified how the ISC dynamic of each subnetwork was modulated by valence
and arousal. Finally we used the intersubject analysis framework (in the manuscript described as representational similarity analysis – RSA) to test if the
similarity between individual ratings was corresponding to the similarity of
BOLD time series.

4.1.3

Results

Behavioral ratings confirmed that the clips conveyed strong emotional content
and were consistent across subjects (Figure 9). Group average ISC analysis
across the whole experiment showed significant synchronization in occipitoparietal visual cortices as well as in temporal and frontal areas and in affective
processing regions such as amygdala and anterior insula (Figure 10).

Figure 9. Time series of self-reported valence and arousal scores. The figure shows the 95%
confidence interval for the valence (Upper) and arousal (Lower) ratings across all 16 subjects.
Vertical lines denote breaks between movie clips. In the valence plot, the horizontal line at 5
denotes neutral valence. Note that during the functional MRI experiment there were 20-s breaks
between the film clips.
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Figure 10. Brain regions with statistically significant (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) group-level ISCs
during viewing of all film clips. Significant ISC was found in visual areas as well as posterior and
inferior temporal, insula and subcortical structures (e.g. amygdala).

When comparing the temporal dynamics of ISC in relationship to valence
and arousal (Figure 11), a decrease of valence was associated with increased
ISC in emotional processing areas (ventral striatum, medial prefrontal cortex,
anterior cingulate) as well as in areas belonging to the default-mode subnetwork (precuneus, ventro-medial prefrontal cortex and temporo-parietal junction). Increasing arousal was associated with increased ISC in visual and somatosensory regions as well part of the dorsal attention network (intra parietal
sulcus, frontal eye field).

Figure 11. Brain regions where dynamic ISC was statistically significantly correlated (P < 0.05,
FDR corrected) with self-reported valence (blue to light blue) and arousal (orange to yellow)
scores.
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When looking at how the results coincide with previously defined functional
networks, we found that ISC-by-valence was overlapping with the calculated
default mode seed map while ISC-by-arousal overlapped with dorsal attention
and visual subnetworks (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Valence modulates ISC in the default-mode network (yellow) and arousal in the
visual network (violet) and dorsal attention network (green). Brain regions where ISC was statistically significantly correlated with self-reported valence (blue to turquoise) and arousal (red to
yellow) scores during viewing of film clips (P < 0.05, FDR corrected).

Figure 13 depicts those brain areas where intersubject similarity of BOLD
signal was significantly correlated with similarity of valence evaluations.

Figure 13. Brain regions where the intersubject similarity of blood oxygen level-dependent
(BOLD) time courses is significantly correlated with the intersubject similarity of subjectively
reported valence time courses. ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; CG, calcarine gyrus; LG, lingual
gyrus; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex.
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Finally level of emotional empathy was associated with individual average
ISC score in posterior temporal gyrus, i.e. activity in this region was more
similar for participants with higher empathy scores
4.1.4

Conclusions

The results showed that when watching strong emotional scenes, brain activity
synchronization across subjects goes well beyond sensory cortices. We found
distinct and separate mechanism for valence and arousal: arousal was strongly
related to time-varying ISC in attention circuits and somatosensory cortices.
Valence had a negative association with ISC, correlating with the dynamics of
the default mode network. Finally, valence was also correlating with higher
level of ISC in frontal areas as identified by the group analysis as well as when
considering individual differences in the ratings. These results support the
hypothesis that synchronous brain activity across individuals might function
as the pivotal mechanism in understanding other's emotional states and possibly promote social interaction.
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4.2

4.2.1

Study II: Functional magnetic resonance imaging phase synchronization as a measure of dynamic functional connectivity
Aim of the study

In the analysis of time series, there is a trade-off between temporal resolution
and signal to noise ratio: the more time points we have (longer time window,
lower temporal resolution) the better we can estimate properties of the signal
(e.g. mean, variance, frequency spectrum). With usual fMRI experimental paradigms like block or event related design, properties of the BOLD signal can be
averaged over the whole block and over multiple repetitions, however with
highly complex naturalistic stimuli, there are unique events that are not repeated. The aim of this study was to develop an instantaneous measure of synchronization between subjects (intersubject phase synchronization) and within
a subject (seed based phase synchronization) and to compare it with the sliding window correlation approach.
4.2.2

Materials and methods

We proposed three metrics: intersubject phase synchronization (IPS), seedbased phase synchronization (SBPS), intersubject seed based phase synchronization (ISBPS, see Figure 14 for a graphical representation). IPS was compared
with the sliding window intersubject correlation, SBPS was compared with
sliding window functional connectivity with Pearson's correlation, the third
measure does not have a correlation equivalent and it can be interpreted as a
connectivity between and within multiple brains, to identify synchronous connectivity dynamics that are intersubject correlated. To compare the results we
used a previously published dataset of 12 healthy subjects watching an edited
version of the Finnish feature film "The Match Factory Girl" (Lahnakoski et al.,
2012b). IPS was compared with sliding window ISC across the whole brain,
while for SBPS we used a set of 264 regions of interests (ROIs) defined in
Power et al (2011). Visualization of the dynamic connectivity results were done
for two ROIs in the right visual cortex: V1/V2 (ROI #140) and MT/V5+ (ROI
#161). Details about the method and the required band-pass filter are explained in chapter 2.5. We also tested the envelope of the analytic signal to
assess whether there was significant information synchronous across subjects
using sliding window correlation.
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Figure 14. Functional magnetic resonance imaging phase synchronization metrics. Each panel
is a temporal snapshot for a single time point. (1) Seed-based phase synchronization (SBPS):
for each subject the instantaneous phase difference between two regions of interest (ROI) time
series is considered (diamonds), the length of the resulting vector (in black) shows the level of
synchronization over the group. (2) Intersubject phase synchronization (IPS): only one ROI is
considered, when all subjects have almost the same phase at the same time, the resulting vector length will be closer to unity. (3) Intersubject seed-based phase synchronization (ISBPS): a
combination of the two previous metrics where two regions have to be in synchrony within a
subject’s brain and with other subjects.

4.2.3

Results

When comparing the average of IPS voxelwise time series with ISC across the
total length of time points, the two maps were highly similar (Figure 15, A).
When comparing the IPS time series with ISC sliding window time series, the
greatest similarity was observer for a window of length around 8–10 volumes
(Figure 15 B & C). Figure 15 D shows across all voxels the comparisons between different sliding window sizes. When the window is too small, correlation values are getting noisy and produce artifacts (there is mismatch between
the lowest frequencies in the signal and the length of the window). For windows longer than 10 volumes, we tend to have more significant results but we
lose the temporal resolution. Instantaneous IPS is then proving to be valuable
in studying dynamic events in smaller scales than 12 volumes sliding windows.
The envelope of the analytic signal did not provide significant information except for early visual cortices (not shown).
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Figure 15. Intersubject correlation (ISC) and intersubject phase synchronization. (A) Maps,
computed over the whole time series (p < 0.01, FDR corrected), of brain areas showing significant averaged IPS (yellow) and areas showing significant ISC (red); orange color for overlapping areas. (B) Time courses of IPS (black) and ISC calculated over sliding windows of different
sizes from area V5/MT+. ISC over short sliding window (red curve, window size: four samples)
shows computational bias as evidenced by rapid and strong fluctuation in the time course. ISC
time series over longer sliding windows, although being more stable, are missing the faster
temporal changes identified by IPS. (C) Similarity maps between IPS and sliding window ISC
time series for four different temporal windows. When using a sliding window of 8 time points,
dynamic ISC is the closest to IPS. Differences are located in sensory areas processing faster
signal changes that IPS can track unlike time-windowed ISC. (D) Average percentages of significant time points with error bars for IPS (horizontal dotted lines) at three levels of significance
and ISC with multiple time windows (continuous curves). ISC with multiple time windows calculated using the instantaneous amplitude envelope information is plotted with the dash-dotted
curves.

When considering dynamic functional connectivity, the number of signals
involved is now doubled (two time series per each subject). This is easily seen
in the higher variability of the dynamic connectivity time series for the two
selected ROIs (Figure 16 A). When comparing all the possible links between
ROIs, sliding window correlation was able to match the average level of significance of SBPS only for windows bigger than 18–20 volumes. (Figure 16 B) Finally when comparing ISBPS with SBPS, requiring the synchrony of both ROIs
results in a more strict dynamic connectivity time series possibly dissociating
intrinsic dynamic processes from extrinsic ones. (Figure 16 C)
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Figure 16. Dynamic functional connectivity between two ROIs with PS and seed-based correlation (SBC). A) SBPS (in black) and SBC calculated over multiple sliding windows between two
ROIs. The blue arrows indicate peaks at 600 and 625 that corresponded to close-up scenes
with movement (vs. large-angle panoramic scenes in the middle) that the SBPS method can
differentiate in contrast to SBC when using longer time windows. (B) Average number of significant time points with error bars for SBPS (horizontal dotted lines), SBC using multiple time
windows (continuous curves), and SBC with multiple time windows performed over the instantaneous envelope (dash-dotted curves). Comparable amount of significant time points is reached
for SBC over windows of at least 16 samples, sacrificing the fast temporal dynamics identified
with PS. (C) Comparison between ISBPS (red) and SBPS (black) along with the IPS curves for
the two regions (blue and light blue). ISBPS is more conservative than SBPS since both ROIs
must manifest intersubject synchronization.
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4.2.4

Conclusions

The results showed how PS can reliably improve dynamic synchronization
measures for the BOLD signal. The resulting synchronization time series can
then be compared with external regressor as was done in Study I and this was
successfully used in following publications to examine action simulation
(Nummenmaa et al., 2014c) and to study the whole brain dynamic connectivity
during emotional stimulation (Nummenmaa et al., 2014b). There are two inherent limitations of the method: i) the trade off of using a sub-band of the
BOLD signal, although the considered part of the frequency spectrum has previously been shown to be the most reliable one. ii) The proposed measures are
group level measure: Although PS has also been used in a single subject first
level analysis (Kitzbichler et al., 2009), the lack of statistical power required
temporal average, i.e. losing the added value of instantaneous information.
Finally the removal of the signal envelope did not seem to remove valuable
information reliable across subjects, however future studies should explore the
envelope of the analytic signal as a possible marker of individual behavior and
task performance.
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4.3

4.3.1

Study III: Synchronous brain activity across individuals underlies shared psychological perspectives
Aim of the study

Mental states are supposed to be reflected in the brain as consistent patterns,
“representations” in multiple brain regions. However it is not know if mental
states tend to be more similar across subjects when, for example, taking the
same mental perspective during a task. Here we hypothesized that while
watching the same dynamic stimulus, similar psychological perspectives would
be reflected as similar temporal activations, i.e. as increased intersubject correlations.

4.3.2

Materials and methods

Two datasets with similar design were collected (experiment 1: 20 subjects,
replication experiment 2: 13 subjects). Participants watched a 10-minutes clip
from an American TV series ('Desperate Housewives', Season 1, Episode 15,
Cherry Alley Productions, 2005) in two different perspectives introduced by a
background written story: a social perspective by taking the point of view of a
police detective and a non-social perspective by taking the point of view of an
interior/exterior decorator. Eye tracking was performed outside the fMRI
scanner for experiment 1 and during fMRI data collection for experiment 2.
Intersubject correlation of eye movements (eyeISC) was performed by correlating the spatial fixation heat maps derived over two seconds sliding windows
(matched with the TR of the experiment). Average eyeISC values for the two
experiments were compared to assess similarity of the spatial fixation pattern
across the two experiments. Mean saccades amplitudes and fixations were also
compared between perspectives. Furthermore, subjects also answered a questionnaire on the difficulty of the task, attention towards perspective-relevant
and irrelevant content and what was important in the stimulus for the completion of the task. A free form answer was also given regarding how they performed the task and which features from the stimulus they found important.
The fMRI data was analyzed with the ISA framework: firstly ISC matrix between all runs was computed and permutation tests were used to find significant differences in the strength of ISC across perspectives, by using the ZPF
sum statistics (the sum of Fisher-z-transformed correlations across all pairs)
as implemented by the ISC toolbox (Kauppi et al., 2014). Then, mantel test was
run to identify those brain areas that were consistent within the two perspectives but reliably different across perspectives. A further analysis was performed on the ISC coefficients using k-neighbor classification to separate intersubject voxel activity between the two cases (Figure 17). A similar classifier
was also used to assess whether gaze patterns alone were predictive of the perspectives of the participants.
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Figure 17. Experimental design and analyses. A: Participants watched the same movie clip
twice from social (detective) and non-social (interior decorator) perspectives, with the starting
perspective counterbalanced across participants. B: Mantel test was used to compare the pairwise ISC values (upper triangle entries) with a correlation matrix template (lower triangle entries) where ISC in same perspective pairs (red) was higher than different-perspective pairs
(blue). C: Subjects were classified using a k-nearest-neighbors classifier according to the labels
of the training subjects (detective–red, decorator–blue) with whom their ISC was highest. In the
visualization the proximity between two dots reflects the strength of the ISC between those
subjects. The nearest three neighbors are indexed according to their proximity to the current
subject, and the links are highlighted with the color corresponding to their class. For k=3 the
current subject (white dot) would be classified as a detective because two of the three nearest
neighbors (neighbors 2 and 3) are detectives.

4.3.3

Results

Participants reported to pay more attention to task-relevant features in both
conditions and both tasks were perceived as equally difficult (Figure 18).
Freeform reports indicated that subjects were behaving according to the task:
during the Detective perspective they were focusing on facial expressions of
the characters while during Decorator perspective were focusing on the background and furniture in the stimulus.

Figure 18. Behavioral results. A: Distributions of ratings across subject of their attention (on
scale 1–5) to perspective-relevant and irrelevant items. B: Subjective evaluations of the difficulty
of the tasks on a scale from 1 (very difficult) to 5 (very easy). Detective perspective is indicated
by pink and decorator perspective with light blue color. The red crosses indicate the mean of the
ratings across subjects.
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In accordance to the questionnaires, fixation maps (Figure 19 A) showed that
in Detective perspective subjects focused mainly towards the center of the image where actors were usually shown, whereas in Decorator perspective they
mainly focused on the background. Participants also made longer saccades and
shorter fixations during Decorator perspective (Figure 19 B). EyeISC was
stronger in the Detective perspective throughout the whole stimulus, except
during the opening credits. Mean eyeISC were basically the same inside and
outside the scanner (Figure 19 D and E).

Figure 19. Eye movement patterns across tasks. A: The subtraction heatmaps (T-scores, unthresholded) show regions receiving more fixations in the social (turquoise to blue) and nonsocial (yellow to red) perspective conditions. Heatmaps were computed over the entire experiment and are here shown overlaid on a sketch of a representative frame of the movie. B: Saccades were longer in the decorator condition and fixations were longer in the detective condition. C: Time courses of inter-subject synchronization (±95% confidence interval) of gaze position within perspectives (red and blue) and across perspectives (black dashed line). Time points
with significantly different eyeISC across conditions are indicated by vertical bars. Opening
credits are indicated by gray striped background. D and E: Correspondence of eyeISC values in
Experiment 1 vs. Experiment 2 in detective and decorator conditions, respectively. Dashed red
line indicates the region where eyeISC in both experiments would be of the same magnitude.

When comparing ISC strength between conditions, activity in occipital lobe,
STG, STS and the TPJ had higher ISC across participants in the Detective condition. Subjects’ brain activities in occipital and inferior temporal regions were
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more correlated when they shared the psychological perspective rather than
when they viewed the events in the film from different perspectives (Figure
20).

Figure 20. Brain regions exhibiting stronger ISC in the detective vs. decorator perspective (orange to yellow) and vice versa (blue to turquoise). A: Results are calculated on the pooled data
of both experiments. Results are thresholded at p < 0.05 (FWE controlled). White outlines show
areas where ISC was higher within vs. across (see Figure 21). Additional abbreviations: MOC –
medial occipital cortex, PPC – posterior parietal cortex, vACC/OFC – ventral anterior cingulate
cortex/orbitofrontal cortex, VTC – ventral temporal cortex. B: Areas where ISC was stronger in
Detective vs. Decorator perspective in Experiment 1 (red), Experiment 2 (blue) or in both experiments (yellow). White outlines indicate the results based on the pooled data in panel A.

The classification approach confirmed the findings from Mantel test analysis.
Higher classification accuracy was found in lateral occipital areas as well as
parietal cortex and parahippocampal gyrus (Figure 21 A, Figure 21 C for a scatter plot of the ISC coefficients and classification boundaries). When considering the two experiment separately, classification accuracy was above chance
level in both experiments only in lateral occipital cortex (Figure 21 B).
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Figure 21. Areas showing higher ISC within vs. across conditions. A: Brain regions where accuracy of voxel-by-voxel classification based on pairwise ISC values calculated over the entire
stimulus was significantly above chance level (p<0.001, uncorrected) with at least half of the kvalues. The color-coding (red— yellow) indicates the average accuracy over the classification
results. White outlines indicate areas exhibiting higher within vs. across perspectives ISC in the
Mantel test. B: Areas where classification accuracy was significantly above chance level
(threshold as in panel A) in Experiment 1 (red), Experiment 2 (blue) or both (yellow). C: Scatter
plots show the subjects plotted on a 2D plane using multidimensional scaling where the proximity between two subjects corresponds to their ISC at the brain regions annotated in panel A.
Blue and red background colors indicate areas where new subjects would be classified as decorators and detectives, respectively, using a kNN classifier trained on the entire group (k = 33).
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4.3.4

Conclusions

Taking the same psychological perspective lead to increase in the synchrony of
haemodynamic activity in occipital cortex, parahippocampal gyrus, and posterior parietal cortex. Interestingly, the more social Detective perspective resulted in an increase in ISC in the posterior part of the superior temporal sulcus,
possibly related to processing of social stimuli. The replication experiment
confirmed the reliability of the findings. Results further support the idea that a
similar mental state is associated with increased similarity of brain activity.
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4.4

4.4.1

Study IV: Reorganization of functionally connected brain
subnetworks in high-functioning autism
Aim of the study

The functional neuroimaging literature of ASD reports a mixture of decreased
and increased connectivity, often between areas involved in the processing of
emotions and social interaction. Here we hypothesized that with the intersubject analysis framework we can take into account the great heterogeneity of
individuals with ASD. Furthermore, previous mixed findings are possibly related to a resolution problem with the networks: losing the clear picture by
focusing on single nodes or links rather than on the level of larger subnetworks.
4.4.2

Materials and methods

Twenty-six (13 ASD) participants watched a 68-minutes drama feature film
("The Match Factory Girl" by Aki Kaurismäki) containing social cues and interactions. The participants with ASD filled the criteria for Asperger syndrome
based on ICD-10 criteria and Autism Quotient (AQ) was obtained for all participants. We then constructed whole brain functional networks by considering
6mm isotropic voxels as nodes covering the whole grey matter (n=5184) and
for each pair of nodes a link was computed (n ~=13 millions) as the Pearson's
correlation between two node time series. Individual networks were
thresholded at 2% density, corresponding to a correlation bigger than ~0.69.
We then computed functional subnetworks for each individual with the Louvain algorithm, which maximizes the modularity of the partitions.
We derived group consistent subnetworks using consensus clustering and
subnetworks for the control group were matched with existing literature by
computing spatial overlap. To test for group differences of subnetworks, we
considered the intersubject similarity of each subnetwork defined as the median scaled inclusivity index for the nodes within each control group subnetwork. Furthermore, to take into account intersubject variability in the AQ
score, we performed a mantel test with a similarity matrix based on the AQ
scores of all participants for each subnetwork. Finally, to test the reproducibility of the findings with a different scanning paradigm and diagnostic tools, we
also included extra 27 high functioning (IQ>100) individuals with ASD from
the ABIDE resting state dataset. Each individual was diagnosed using ADI-R
and ADOS tests. For the sake of completeness, we also computed global network measures (mean link weight, clustering, average path length and efficiency) as well as the value of node strength for each node.
4.4.3

Results

Twelve group-consistent subnetworks were obtained for the control individuals (Figure 22 from bottom to top): 1) Default-mode (DM), 2) Language (LAN),
3) Auditory (AUD), 4) Salience (SAL) 5) Parietal, 6) Dorsal attention (DA), 7)
Sensorimotor (SM), 8) Visual primary (V1) 9) Ventro-temporal limbic (VTL) –
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comprising subcortical areas (amygdala, nucleus accumbens, putamen, caudate, thalamus) as well as the anterior part of the ventral visual pathway and
part of ventro-medial prefrontal cortex 10) Precuneus 11) Cerebellum, and 12)
Visual extrastriate (VIS). While there were no significant differences of macrolevel graph theoretical properties between subject groups, significant differences were identified in the group intersubject similarity of five subnetworks:
DM, AUD, DA, V1, and VTL (see Table 1).
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Figure 22. Functional subnetwork similarities and differences between NT (left) and ASD (right)
subjects. Subnetworks are color-coded and projected on lateral and medial surfaces. The alluvial diagram in the middle uses the same color-coding. The height of each ribbon representing a
subnetwork corresponds to the number of nodes that belong to the given subnetwork. Stars
indicate statistically significant group difference: *significant at p<0.05, see also Table 1; plus
signs indicate median consistency of all nodes within a subnetwork: +median subnetwork consistency>0.5, ++median subnetwork consistency > 0.75. Ribbons with same color show related
areas partitioned into similar subnetworks for both the groups. Acronyms are listed in the beginning of the thesis.

When examining the relationship with the symptoms, subject pairs with
more similar AQ subscale scores had more similar VTL subnetwork SI (r =
0.293, p = 0.000297, see scatter plots in Figure 23). This result was replicated
also when including only control subjects (r = 0.549, p = 0.00922) or only subjects with ASD (r =0.257, p = 0.0236), as well as with the reproducibility resting state dataset (r=0.17, p = 0.0272).
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Subnetwork name

Difference of the
means normalized
(i.e. t-value)

P-value
(via permutations)

Default mode (DM)
Language (LAN)
Auditory (AUD)
Salience (SAL)
Parietal
Dorsal attention (DA)
Sensorimotor (SM)
Visual primary (V1)
Ventro-temporal limbic (VTL)
Precuneus
Cerebellum
Visual exstrastriate (VIS)

4.126
0.789
4.057
-0.491
-0.607
3.014
-0.171
5.788
10.112
-1.322
1.059
2.238

2.041e-05*
0.218
3.759e-05*
0.3124
0.2725
0.001565*
0.4327
1.265e-09*
8.402e-10*
0.09558
0.1457
0.0137

Effect size for the
difference of the
means Hedges'g
(95% c.i.)
0.653 (0.377 0.922)
0.204 (-0.135 0.524)
0.620 (0.306 0.962)
0.348 (0.0317 0.671)
-0.024 (-0.33 0.285)
0.428 (0.117 0.763)
-0.038 (-0.383 0.3)
0.537 (0.237 0.874)
1.041 (0.709 1.42)
-0.219 (-0.514 0.0893)
0.068 (-0.233 0.363)
0.165 (-0.162 0.52)

Table 1. Group difference for NT subnetworks. The table reports group differences for each

subnetwork as differences of the mean and effect size with confidence intervals. * = significant
with Bonferroni correction at p < 0.05.
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Figure 23. Intersubject analysis between subnetwork similarity and autistic symptoms. Mantel
test showing association between VTL subnetwork structure and autistic symptoms. Each dot is
a pair of subjects showing their subnetwork similarity with median scaled inclusivity and behavioral similarity with AQ score vectors. Pairs are coded based on within groups (blue NT, red AS)
and across groups (green). The Mantel test result in the black interpolation line was performed
using all data points. Mantel test results in blue (NT) and red (ASD) interpolation lines are only
for within group values. Effect sizes are reported as correlation values and p-values were computed with permutations.
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Node and link level results confirmed a general hypo-connectivity in ASD
with stronger nodes for controls in anterior cingulate and temporal poles. On
the other hand, in subjects with ASD nodes were stronger in posterior cingulate, superior dorsal and inferior dorsal areas (Figure 24 A). Links were in general stronger for controls, although there were also stronger connections for
example within MFG and SFGdor or for links between FFG and middle temporal areas (Figure 24 B).
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Figure 24. Node-level and link-level regression with autism quotient scores. (A) Map of nodes
whose strength values correlate with individual AQ scores. (B) Summary plot of link weight
correlations with individual AQ scores. Only the strongest positively and negatively correlated
links are reported (links in the 1st percentile). Each element of the pairwise connectivity matrix
indicates the average of the correlations between AQ and link weights for all the links between a
pair of anatomical regions. The main diagonal shows the average correlation for links within the
respective region.
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4.4.4

Conclusions

By modeling haemodynamic activity as a functional network without any apriori assumption on the nodes or the links, we showed significant reorganization of VTL and DM subnetworks in patients with autism spectrum
disorder. The reconfiguration of the VTL subnetwork correlated with the severity of autistic symptoms also within the control group, possibly related to
lower prosocial behavior as well as personality traits. Micro-level results confirmed the mixture of hypo- and hyper- connectivity. The subnetwork-level
analysis provided information that was not visible at microscopic level, proposing a possible solution for other spectrum disorders related to neuronal
connectivity dysfunction and with high heterogeneity of symptoms (e.g. schizophrenia).
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5. Discussion

In these studies I suggest a set of novel methods for quantifying dynamic similarity between brain activity across individuals. These methods allow us also to
discover what is shared and what is idiosyncratic in the brain activity of
healthy and clinical populations. By using for the first time time-varying intersubject correlation, Study I showed how extrinsic stimulation with strong emotional content dynamically synchronized brain activity across subjects by
modulating regions involved in emotion processing as well as large scale subnetworks such as the default mode and dorsal attention. Study II proposed a
new method to improve temporal resolution of intersubject similarity for local
level activity and for dynamic functional connectivity. By using the full similarity matrix between BOLD responses of pairs of subjects, Study III tested how
active perspective-taking synchronizes the brain activity of people sharing the
same mental perspective. Finally, Study IV extended the intersubject analysis
framework and moved from voxels to network activity, by quantifying the
similarity between brain subnetworks in relation to the similarity of the autism
quotient score. This approach is a possible solution for the quantification of
intra-individual differences to account for the individual variance, which is
necessary in high heterogeneous spectrum disorders like Autism. Furthermore, all studies used dynamic naturalistic stimuli for greater ecological validity of the findings as well as to elicit lifelike complex cognitive processes.

5.1

Emotions synchronize our brains

Study I identified dynamic intersubject correlation elicited by emotions as a
possible mechanisms at the basis of empathy and understanding of the intentions of others. Strong emotions elicited synchronous brain activity that was
modulated by the emotional dimensions of valence and arousal in a spatiotemporally independent fashion. Arousing events, by increasing the synchrony
in attention circuits and somatosensory cortices, capture covert and overt attention (Nummenmaa et al., 2006; Brosch et al., 2007) and also reveal the role
of the body in the encoding of emotional states (Nummenmaa et al., 2008;
Johnsen et al., 2009; Nummenmaa et al., 2014a).
On the other hand, negative valence increased synchrony in the default mode
subnetwork (DM). The role of DM is clearly beyond that of a network being
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present during lack of task. DM has been found in multiple species such as
non-human primates, cats and rodents (Raichle, 2015). It has been argued
however that DM is at the heart of what makes “the human animal human”
since it is involved in self referential mental activity, self awareness, consciousness, mind wandering, creativity (Callard and Margulies, 2014). Areas
belonging to the DM subnetwork are also activated during social cognition and
theory of mind tasks (Mars et al., 2012). When considering the dynamics of the
DM subnetwork in relationship to other subnetworks, recent evidence points
towards the salience subnetwork modulating the relationship between DM and
executive subnetwork as well as the important role of basal ganglia and thalamus in the switching between "default" and more "attentive" states (Di and
Biswal, 2014). This is in line with our results with arousal-modulated ISC in
dorsal attention areas and valence-modulated ISC in the self-referential and
social processing DM subnetwork. Negative emotions were also correlated
with an increased ISC in frontal areas, possibly related to a more automatic
fight-or-flight response as well as to a more individual way of relating to the
content of the stimuli (Schippers et al., 2010) as identified in the ISA framework analysis by considering the subtle inter-subject differences in the perceived valence of the stimuli (Figure 13).
Although studies have shown that highly engaging complex stimuli are able
to synchronize areas beyond sensory cortices (Hasson et al., 2004, 2010), only
by adding the temporal dimension we were able to disentangle the synchronous brain areas involved across the whole experiment (Figure 10) and identify those specifically related to valence and arousal (Figure 11). The approach of
this study have set the bases for a subsequent study: in (Nummenmaa et al.,
2014b) emotional audio stories were eliciting intersubject phasesynchronization. The results were compatible with what was found with movie
clips in Study I: positively correlated synchronization with arousal was also
present in primary sensory (auditory in this case, while in Study I visual) and
executive-control areas, while negative valence was again associated with midline structures from DM subnetwork as well as medial parieto-occipital areas.

5.2

The temporal dimension in inter-individual similarities

Both Study I and Study II explored the temporal dimension in intersubject
similarity of brain activation time series, although with two different methods.
ISC, intuitive and elegant in its simplicity, has become an important tool in
fMRI analysis. The data driven approach of correlating each subject activity
time series with the others, identifies in a purely data-driven fashion what is
significantly activated and is comparable to a general linear model approach
(Pajula et al., 2012). ISC however is going to tell us which areas reliably activated across the whole experiment, without separating the actual dynamics of
each area: in some time points some areas might be ISC correlated while others are not correlated, and vice versa, as we saw in the results of Study I.
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The phase synchronization approach extended the sliding window method
by considering the instantaneous phase property of the analytic signal. Despite
the necessary compromise of narrow band filtering, IPS revealed to be useful
in successive studies with fast designs. In (Nummenmaa et al., 2014c), for example, we compared the performance of IPS and sliding window ISC and IPS
was able to identify brain areas involved in the study task (mentally simulating
the activity of one of the two opponents during a boxing match, while the video
of the match was shown). ISC temporal windows had to be longer than the
trial duration so frontal and anterior-temporal-lobe effects were completely
missed.
Furthermore, the dynamic connectivity measure proposed – SBPS – enabled
the investigation of time-varying connectivity without the constraints of a sliding window or assumptions based on external models (as in, for example generalized psychophysiological interaction, McLaren et al., 2012). The SBPS
method was successively applied to naturalistic dataset (Nummenmaa et al.,
2014b, 2014c), as well as adopted by other labs to develop computational
models for resting state to study the ultra slow (<0.01Hz) dynamics of global
phase synchronization of BOLD signal (Ponce-Alvarez et al., 2015). Another
recent method paper extended our findings using a time-frequency phase synchrony approach with resting state data (Villafane-Delgado et al., 2014). The
main advantage of these methods is that IPS and SBPS are single trial data
driven approaches, which are necessary when stimuli are very complex and
there is no repetition of any event whatsoever.

5.3

Intrinsic mentalization and shared mental representations

The concept of mental representations and representational theory of mind
has existed in philosophy since Aristotle (Pitt, 2013). More recently, neuroscientific studies have studied representations in the brain with fMRI both related for shared semantic categories (Stephens et al., 2010; Stansbury et al.,
2013) as well as individual representations of visual information (Charest et
al., 2014). Our results from Study III and Study I and subsequent studies using
the methods from Study II are in line with this conceptual framework, but extend it to the temporal dimension: it is not just a pattern of activation that is
consistently evoked in an individual subject, it is the temporal dynamics of
BOLD activity that is time locked across subjects sharing the same perspective.
The advantage of using a representational similarity framework is that representations are a second order isomorphism (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008): what is
compared is not a brain signal with some model signal belonging from two
different worlds, it is their representation that is matched. This approach is at
the core of the Mantel test in ecology: two measurements (geographical location of different species of insects and their genome) are not compared directly; it is the similarity between pairs of insects that is considered and whether
the geographical similarity correlated with genetic similarity. The approach
has been successfully applied in genetics for genome wide association studies
where the similarity of phenotypic traits is compared to the similarity of genes
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expressions (Zapala and Schork, 2006). This framework is elegant in its simplicity: not only we skip the difficult step of trying to match signals from different domains (brain activity and ideal models), furthermore it is easier to
interpret the results from these comparisons (Zapala and Schork, 2012) rather
than trying to understand the "importance weights" of a neuronal network or
other machine learning approaches (Norman et al., 2006).

5.4

Similarity of subnetworks in healthy and clinical populations

Study IV extends the suggestion on the advantages of using distance metrics
from the previous section to networks: rather than finding a straight relationship between an individual phenotype and a network property, we developed
the intersubject analysis framework (Figure 7) to test for the similarity between individuals. Coincidentally, a similar framework - named connectome
wise association studies (Shehzad et al., 2014) – has also been recently proposed. The problem with individuals with ASD is in the great variability of the
diseases at genetic and imaging levels (Hernandez et al., 2014), which introduces the problem of what to consider similar between highly idiosyncratic
autistic individuals.
Large scale efforts have been adopted using structural imaging (Haar et al.,
2014) and no results have been found for the average brain of an individual
with ASD performing group comparisons with standard statistical tools. Possibly, considering the variance within the ASD group could reveal areas with
structural differences at voxel level. Functional studies on the other hand have
recently been considering the individual idiosyncrasies in ASDs (Salmi et al.,
2013; Hahamy et al., 2015; Byrge et al., 2015) and our Study IV is continuing
on the lines traced by these early efforts. By looking at the level of subnetworks
we tried to move from the individual variability that is present at the microscopic level (nodes and links) in ASD individuals towards mesoscopic-level
differences that are consistent across subjects. Interestingly, the VTL subnetwork – comprising subcortical areas (amygdala, nucleus accumbens, putamen,
caudate, thalamus) as well as the anterior part of the ventral visual pathway
and part of ventro-medial prefrontal cortex – was the only one covarying with
the similarity of participant's AQ and ADI-R ADOS scores. VTL regions have
been known to be important in ASD for a long time (Courchesne, 1997) as they
are part of distributed networks involved in social cognition (Gotts et al., 2012;
Kennedy and Adolphs, 2012). The 'social motivation' circuit – amygdala, striatum and orbito-frontal cortex – has also been suggested to be affected in ASD
(Chevallier et al., 2012), pointing to the important role of the striatum in ASD
individuals in recent imaging (Zhou et al., 2014) and genetic (Willsey and
State, 2015) studies. Furthermore, the same pattern of inter-subject similarity
predicted by the AQ score was also present in NT participants, possibly related
to lower prosocial behavior (Jameel et al., 2014) as well as personality traits
(Kennis et al., 2013). Taking into account all intersubject variance of subnetworks might provide interesting findings with other spectrum of disorders, like
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schizophrenia, that are characterized by high heterogeneity of symptoms and
are possibly caused by neuronal connectivity dysfunction (Marín, 2012).

5.5

Challenges and limitations

Few methodological observations might be raised. First of all, the use of naturalistic stimuli goes hand in hand with the lack of controllability of all the possible features and other factors involved. Furthermore, different features
might be correlated with each other; hence it becomes impossible to disentangle all the effects in a similar fashion as in controlled studies (Lahnakoski et
al., 2012b). A combination of controlled task localizing regions of interest in
the experiments and naturalistic stimuli might be the way to go by firstly testing which areas are involved in a specific task and then see how they behave
under a more natural condition or in patients who are not able to perform the
task, but are able to passively follow the complex stimuli (Naci et al., 2014).
Furthermore, it is also important to measure subjects' behavior as we did in
Study I with our novel web-based annotation tool. It is still a concern however
that this cannot be done concomitantly during scanning, since other neuronal
processing (e.g. moving a slider while watching the movie) will necessarily
induce activations that are not related to a lifelike condition. One has also to
notice that the paradigm-free approach of ISC cannot imply any causal effect
between "brain ticking together" and mutual understanding (Stolk, 2014).
While our methods are able to show that the synchronization that happens
between subjects is quantitative and not just a qualitative metaphor, we are
still few steps away from the logic "similar neuronal representations cause mutual understanding". In general the concept of mental representations has vast
implications touching also psychology and philosophy so that is impossible to
tell what comes first: the mental representation or the concept that we are trying to represent and communicate. Also in this case, clever and novel experimental paradigms should be devised to assess the continuum space of the level
of mutual understanding between a pair of subjects in a "two-person" neuroscience approach (Hari and Kujala, 2009; Hasson et al., 2012; Schilbach et al.,
2013).
When moving from temporal average statistics to analysis of instantaneous
events with the methods proposed in study II, one must also seriously take
into account possible confounds such as head motion or physiological changes
that instantly co-varying with the stimulus. This will be even more important
when more interactive lifelike paradigms like story-telling inside the scanner
(Stephens et al., 2010) are adopted. Head motion artifacts are even a bigger
concern when it comes to connectivity (Power et al., 2014) by affecting the
level of correlation between time series, usually increasing the value of short
distance links and decreasing long distance connections (Power et al., 2012).
Even when controlling for head motion by regressing out motion parameters
and removing time points affected by motion (known as scrubbing) the whole
picture is not simple as other preprocessing steps, like smoothing (Scheinost et
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al., 2014) might affect the final connectivity values. Recent discussions point
towards using ICA based de-noising, by automatically identify noisy independent components and then removing them (Pruim et al., 2015). This is important since simple regression of head motion parameters might affect all
voxels especially for short dataset by removing actual neuronal signal. With
only a few time points, there is higher chance that a voxel time series can be
correlated with any confound time series, de facto producing "noise" with the
same network structure as the real neuronal signals (Bright and Murphy,
2015).
The introduction of the temporal dimension in IPS for intersubject synchronization as well as SBPS for dynamic functional connectivity came with the
necessary trade-off of the band pass filtering of the signal. Although we provided literature-based evidence of the fact that the most stable frequency range
of BOLD spectrum is in the slow-4 (0.027 – 0.073 Hz) range, further studies
should be carried on what are the roles of these sub-bands, although first attempts are already seen (Xue et al., 2014). Regions that integrate information
over longer time-scales (in the order of tens of seconds – f < 0.04 Hz) such as
precuneus and temporo-parietal junction (Stephens et al., 2013) might be affected by band pass filtering. Novel methods that perform a full spectrotemporal decomposition of time series could be better suited to explore frequency
specific instantaneous synchronization. Moreover, as BOLD depends on cerebral blood flow and oxygen consumption rate, only by combining multiple
measures the role of oscillatory processes in the BOLD signal can be clarified.
Recent evidence seems to point towards the fact that local oxygen fluctuations
are happening with a 0.06 Hz narrowband component, which is responsible in
driving inter-regional correlations (Li et al., 2015).
Finally, spectrum diseases such as ASD are calling for accounting possible
sub-types and sub-groups of individuals within the umbrella name of autism
(Lai et al., 2013). It is still not known if such grouping should become from
genetic or imaging data or from behavior. Mostly a combination of all the three
approaches will help to clarify the differences across individuals with the same
diagnosis and outline possible specialized interventions. Only recent research
is adopting large scale machine learning methods to understand the subdimensions of current autism diagnostic tools (Kosmicki et al., 2015) while
there are not yet equivalent studies using brain imaging or genetics.
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6. General conclusions

As many other features of living organisms, the brain has evolved with remarkable similarity of structure and function across and between species. By
adding the temporal dimension in the quantification of similarity of brain activity, we identify not only which areas consistently activate across people, but
also when are the salient moments that make us tick in sync. By then extending the intersubject correlation method with instantaneous phase synchronization, we reveal with more precision the moments of shared experience, despite
the inherent limitations of the BOLD signal. Similarity though comes hand in
hand with difference; with the intersubject analysis framework we are able to
identify similarities and differences in brain activations that correlate with
similarity and differences in behavior, by considering pairs of subjects. When
moving from local brain activity to the level of interaction between multiple
brain regions, we extended the intersubject similarity framework to measure
the similarity of functional subnetworks. We demonstrated this by studying
the subnetwork similarity between pairs of individuals with autism and identified the ventro-temporal limbic subnetwork whose layout was correlated with
the autism quotient score, both within patients and controls. The combination
of all these methods sets a solid ground for future studies where intersubject
similarity of time-varying brain networks will bring us closer to the actual
functioning of the brain, revealing the common neuronal code as a function of
behavioral differences between subjects and as a function of the temporal dynamics of the events occurring around us.
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What makes us similar and different? The
intriguing problem has been studied
throughout the centuries by philosophers
and scientists and affects the way we live in
relationship to the people around us. The
brain processes the external world in a
similar way across people and even across
animal species, but the boundary between
similar/different is a dynamic one that changes in space and in time. Here I studied how
intersubject similarity of brain activity is
modulated in time and how similar are brain
subnetworks in healthy participants and
individuals with autism spectrum disorder.
The studies reﬂect recent methodological
developments in human neuroscience, by
stressing the importance of the temporal
dimension from local activity to timevarying networks and the individuality of
each brain. Mutual understanding and
similarity of behaviour might be related to
similarity of brain function. Although the
causality of such relationships might be
difﬁcult to disentangle, the current work
proposes tools to quantify them.
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